
The Prop Hunter Starter Pack

HelpFile/Documentation



The Pack is build for 4 players but you can adjust this in de BP_GameMode (see next page)



You can add more player 
through the switch. By 
adding more outputs and 
using the spawner Function 
you can add as many player 
to a game as you like. You 
could also make this a 
dynamic design but that is 
not programmed in here at 
the moment

in the Spawner Function  are 
the options to change what 
type of player is spawned 
and which spawnpoint they 
use to spawn at

Fot a spawnpoint you use 
the BP_PlayerStartCustom. 
You can edit the spawn point 
number in the details panel

Spawning Players



Here are al the key bindings. 
Please changes them to you liking in the properties pannel

There are 2 extra collsions.
1 For the Bullets and 1 for the Props

Key Bindings and Collision



Player Classes

There ar 2 classes
Hunter & Prop

Stamina is not visible anywhere 
but simply works by holding 
down the Shift key and run
(for all key binding see page with 
key bindings)

The Hunter uses a 1st Person 
perspective. They can Walk/
Run and Sprint.
Sprinting uses Stamina that 
depletes. You can find this 
part in the BP of the Hunter.
- Hunter can fire a gun that 
keeps track of there ammo 
amount.
Hunters can also pickup 
Ammo cases

The Prop uses a 3th Person 
perspective. They can Walk/
Run and Sprint.
Sprinting uses Stamina that 
depletes. You can find this 
part in the BP of the Prop.
- PropPawn can change in 
Props (see prop page)
- This can be done when a 
prop changes color. This color 
change is only visible for the 
client.
PropPawnsf have health that 
depletes when they are shot.
Props have also health. This 
gives PropPawn extra protec-
tion when the are in PROP 
mode.

Hunters can pick up Bullets.
Ammo amount can be 
adjusted in the deltails pannel



Prop Blueprints

There are 2 Types of Prop Blueprints. SkelMesh and StatMesh

SkelMesh changes the player into another skeletalmesh. The health of that skeletal mesh is 
given then to the health of the PropPawn. 

StatMesh changes the player into a Static Mesh. This means the SkelMesh of the player is still 
there but just invisible. The StatMesh has Health of its own which depletes first. When that is 
gone the PropPawn returnes to its original self with its own health (which could be alterd if 
he possesed a SkelMeshProp in the past)

Health is not visible for now, You must make your own representation for this through HUD 
or otherwise.

Props adjust the capsule of the Player to match the prop. Please set the Capsule in the 
PropPlayer Class to ‘visible in game’ to see how this works with your props.
!!Collsion detection for bullets is done by the SkelMesh and the Statmesh, not the Capsule!!

Props have a couple of values that can be changed for them or are given to the PropPawn.
NewMesh: chose the mesh type for the prop
Health Giver: The health that the prop gives to the Player or the Prop of the player
Adjust MeshZ: Can help if the mesh is not well alighned in height when the player has selected 
the prop. Is more commen if meshes have a center pivot instead of a floor based pivot
Physics?: Gives the prop Physics. Watch out! physics are very inaccurate in replication
Destroy?: Destroys the Prop if the player selects it 



Here you can change to what material the 
prop changes when the player looks at it. 
supports only 1 material for now. Found 
both in the Skel en Stat Prop



The Widgets

The game has a couple of widges for hosting and joining and for pausing the game

JoinServerButton: Is the Button that loads in the Join Menu if a match is found. Holds the name of the match

MenuHost: Setup a Host Game through selection sessions and/or LAN. Also this Widget contains the variable of the 
Map that you choose when hosting a game, called “JoinMap”

MenuInGame: Loads a simpel ingame menu to quit the game

MenuJoin: Loads all the sessions if any that the player can join 

MenuMain: is the main menu wher you can choose Join of Host

LoadMainMenuWidget: Loads the mainMenu Widget through the BP_GameInstance. Must be placed in the world 
to work.

Main MenuJoin Menu

Host Menu

Join 
Button



The game uses the basic hosting BP 
node from Epic. I advice to download 
the Advanced Session Pluging 
(Google it)

For more questions please email me: 
crowsfieldco@gmail.com


